
Solar farm Burt Fisher 
 
 
I am here to speak against the proposal of AMP Energy of Colorado. Bordering the solar 
industrial plant is a farm with cows and goats, more typical of what the Cape Cod 
Commission was designed to protect. (Picture of solar farm best) How would those farm 
animals would be affected by the constant buzz of a vacuum cleaner noise as described 
by AMP energy of Colorado in the previous hearing? I was tempted to bring a vacuum to 
this hearing to have you hear the impact of that droning.  
 
Few are against solar power but this is what they really look like (picture of solar farm). 
We told they will be somewhat obscured by trees, so why couldn’t this industrial farm be 
put at the disposal area such as it is in Dennis instead of an R-2 residential area.  
 
As an amateur radio operator I am concerned with the amount of radio frequency 
interference, here is a picture of typical background radio noise (picture solar 80), here is 
typical radio frequency interference from a solar installation (picture solar noise). 
 
The Cape Cod Commission has no issue controlling the color of a house, shingles now it 
is time to DO YOUR JOB, and promote farms in a residential area, and reject an 
industrial solar far with 10,000 solar panels.  Re-read your Mission 

The Cape Cod Commission's mission is to protect the unique values and quality of life on 
Cape Cod by coordinating a balanced relationship between environmental protection and 
economic progress. 

 Do your job  
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